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City & Guilds Group (@CityGuildsGroup) launches Skills Index Report & calls for major culture shift as new research highlights existing and emerging mismatches between the skills workers possess and ...
City & Guilds Group calls for major culture shift to solve growing skills shortages
During July and August of this summer, from 9PM until close available Sunday through Thursday of each week, any member of the Coalition of Broadway Unions and Guilds can eat au gratis (not including ...
Members of the Coalition of Broadway Unions and Guilds are Invited to Eat Au Gratis at MARSEILLE and NIZZA Once Again
The City of Duluth unveiled their new flag on Monday outside City Hall. “This flag design and its narrative description represent Duluth by telling a fuller story of who we are – from our unique ...
City of Duluth unveils new flag
Olivia Rondon, one of the Olmsted seasonal workers helping in the Delaware Park Rose Garden, said the roses have an almost mystically soothing impact on visitors.
Sean Kirst: Delaware Park roses exploding as 'a symbol of summer, of life and joy'
Butterflies are a symbol of beauty and metamorphosis, and one of few universally beloved insects. Indeed, few would think twice at squashing a fly or spider, yet butterflies inspire reverence. Both ...
Butterflies are in decline — and that could have dire consequences for life on Earth
The hope is that the store can build off the success of its beauty recommendations and The Allure Beauty Box, a handpicked selection of editor-approved beauty products that launched in 2012, of which ...
Media’s Beauty Business Play
The inaugural Black Excellence Festival kicked off Friday afternoon at the Showboat Atlantic City hotel with a ribbon-cutting ceremony and speeches from organizers and city officials.
Black Excellence Festival kicks off at Showboat in Atlantic City
The actor and other stars will start a school to train teenagers for jobs in Hollywood, the latest in a series of entertainment industry donations to city schools.
Actor George Clooney and others starting high school in Los Angeles to train students for entertainment careers
California's decision to close the prison in Susanville rocked the town, where the consequences could be dire for residents and businesses that depend on the economics of incarceration.
California's prison boom saved this town. Now, plans to close a lockup are sparking anger and fear
Actress Ellie Kemper broke her silence Monday about criticism over her 1999 win at a debutante ball. Kemper acknowledged the ball's "unquestionably racist, sexist, and elitist past" and apologized for ...
Ellie Kemper apologizes for winning debutante ball with a 'racist, sexist, and elitist' past
Iconic jewelry brand Tiffany & Co. has found a new ambassador in Eileen Gu, the Chinese-American professional freestyle skier and Olympic hopeful. At just 17-year-old, Eileen's impressive résumé ...
Eileen Gu on Working With Tiffany & Co. and Her Love for New York City
José Zelaya, the Disney Television Animation's only Salvadoran designer and digital animator, as a boy dreamed he would "work for Mickey Mouse." ...
A Disney animator draws on his Salvadoran boyhood of beauty and brutality
DETROIT (WXYZ) – Equipped with a Nikon camera, photographer Bhoff combs through Detroit neighborhoods capturing city landmarks, the homes of famous Detroiters past ...
Detroit photographer's viral work captures city's rich history and forgotten stories
The city of Darlington is a beautiful place to live and work, but it needs the help of all of its citizens to stay that way.
GUEST COLUMN: Save the planet, and start with the city of Darlington
This year, as we celebrate Juneteenth — a holiday meant to bring Americans together to celebrate the day all Americans became free — we can reflect on the ways Americans have told stories of Black ...
Juneteenth: When murals on city walls tell stories of Black liberation
After doing a mostly virtual celebration last year due to the COVID pandemic, organizers of Juneteenth-Jefferson City were excited to have a mix of virtual and in-person events to mark this important ...
Pride and excitement mark Juneteenth celebrations in Jefferson City
For the cast and crew of “India Sweets and Spices,” the Tribeca Festival debut on June 12 served as a welcome reunion after a long year of What’sApp messaging during the COVID-19 pandemic ...
‘India Sweets and Spices’: Geeta Malik, Manisha Koirala and Deepti Gupta on Women’s Empowerment, Challenging Indian Stereotypes
My Swiss sojourn started with a few small towns and cities that allowed me to soak in the beauty of nature that I rounded off at Zurich, one of the ...
WKND Travel: The intriguing medieval past of Zurich
In Scotland, the Mercat Cross marks a town or city as having the right to hold ... planted around 1900 to represent the nine trade guilds of Haddington. This map from the early 1800s shows where ...
Haddington's Goats: Mystery of East Lothian town's historical connection with goats, from feral past to leather, power and unicorns
City Manager Ed Lavallee is recommending that Deputy Fire Chief Frank Giddens be promoted to the top job in September.
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